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We study the graph X(n) that is de"ned as the "nite part of the quotient !(n)CT,
with T the Bruhat}Tits tree over F
q
((1/„ )) and !(n) the principal congruence
subgroup of !"G‚
2
(F
q
[„]) of level n3F
q
[„ ]. We give concrete realizations of the
‚-functions of the "nite part of the hal#ine !CT for "nite unitary representations of
! that factor over !(n), n prime. This allows us to give explicit formulae for the zeta
function of X(n) for small n. As an application, we show that these graphs are very
good concentrators. Moreover, we construct a new unbounded family of Ramanujan
graphs, considering regularizations of X(n). ( 1999 Academic PressINTRODUCTION
The zeta function Z
Y
(u) of a "nite connected graph > is de"ned as the
generating function of strongly reduced closed paths in >. This function is an
analogue of zeta functions of algebraic curves over "nite "elds. It encodes
combinatorial invariants as the genus or the number of spanning trees of the
graph, as was "rst noted by Hashimoto in [H1, H2]. Actually, he interprets
> as the quotient of the action of the fundamental group n(>) on the
universal covering>I of>. The notion of a zeta function is then generalized to
the ‚-functions ‚(>I , n (>), o; u) with respect to a given "nite, unitary repres-
entation o of n (>). Many graphs, however, do not appear in this purely
combinatorial (resp. topological situation), but as the quotient GCX of*Partially supported by a &&DAAD-Doktorandenstipendium aus Mitteln des zweiten Hoch-
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ZETA FUNCTIONS OF ARITHMETICAL GRAPHS 315a group G acting discretely on a tree X, i. e. with nontrivial but still "nite
stabilizers. The notion of ‚-functions de"ned for universal coverings of
graphs and their groups was generalized to this rami"ed seting by Bass [Ba].
Here, GCX is still assumed to be a "nite graph, whose edges are indexed by
the quotients of cardinalities of the occurring stabilizers.
In general, the nontrivial factors of the inverted ‚-functions
‚(X, G, o; u)~1 can be computed as the determinant of a linear operator
*o(u) on Ho(<X) ?C C[u], where Ho (<X) is the space of G-equivariant
functions from the vertices <X to the representation space <o . In case o"1,
this yields an explicit formula for the nontrivial factors of ‚ (X, G, 1; u )~1 as
the determinant of *
1
(u), which is just the generalized Laplacian on the
(weighted) quotient >
1
">"GCX. For the other representations o, the
resulting formulae are very inexplicit. In analogy to the case o"1,
we therefore aim to construct computation graphs >o , such that the determi-
nant of the generalized Laplacian on >o yields again the nontrivial factors of‚(X, G, o; u)~1. After giving a short review of ‚-functions, we will describe in
Section 1 the concept of computation graphs in detail.
The central object of our studies is the quotient of the discrete action of
!(n) on the Bruhat}Tits tree T of G‚
2
(K
=
), where K
=
is the completion of
the rational function "eld K"F
q
(„ ) at the place R"(1/„), and !(n)
denotes the principal congruence subgroup of level n3F
q
[„], n nonconstant,
of !"G‚
2
(F
q
[„]). This arithmetically de"ned graph ! (n)CT can be
divided into the "nite part X (n) and "nitely many hal#ines, which we call
cusps. It is easy to generalize the theory of zeta functions to graphs of type
!@CT, with !@-! a subgroup of "nite index. This function is still rational
with a numerator controlled by the number of cusps (see [Sch]). In this paper
we concentrate our studies to the ,nite part X(n) and its zeta function, since
the cusps are of interest from an arithmetical, but not so much from a combi-
natorial point of view, which we want to emphasize here.
The indirect construction of X (n) as the "nite part of the graph ! (n)CT is
not satisfactory, since in this way X (n) is not given as the quotient of a group
action on a tree and, hence, does not allow us to apply the mechanism of
‚-functions. In Section 2, we give a sequence of coverings
X #(n)&&"# (n)CX"X (n) #@#(n)&&&"#CX,
where X is a certain subtree of T and #, #(n) are subgroups of !. It turns
out that X is the universal (and unrami"ed) covering of X (n) with funda-
mental group #(n), realized as a subgroup of !, and hence, Z
X(n)
(u)"
‚(X, #(n), 1; u). The latter function equals the product of ‚(X, #, o; u)$%’ (o)
for all irreducible representations o of #/#(n), which are lifted to representa-
tions of #.
316 ORTWIN SCHEJAFor the computation of ‚(X, #, o; u), we will construct the computation
graphs >o and, hence, give concrete realizations of these ‚-functions. Since
Ho(<X) is isomorphic to a sum =i<!io of the subspaces <!io of the representa-
tion space <o that are "xed under the operation of the stabilizers !i of the
group action, we have to study the representation theory of G(n) :"
!/! (n):#/# (n), S‚
2
(A/n)-G(n)-G‚
2
(A/n) in detail. While in the "rst
sections, n3F
q
[„] is any nonconstant polynomial, we will assume n to be
prime from Section 3 on. The group !/! (n) then is of type G‚
2
( ) ) of a "nite
"eld. The well-known representation theory of G‚
2
( ) ) (see [PS]) in this
case was adopted to !/! (n) by Rust [Ru]. We will make use of the given
character tables and the description of the representation spaces to determine
bases of the "xed spaces <!io .
In Section 3, we study the representations o of the principal series, which
are induced by characters k of the standard Borel group. We show that the
computation graph >o is the "nite part of the graph !0(n)CT, where !0(n) is
the Hecke congruence group and where the edges are labelled by expressions
in k. This is interesting, since the groups of type !
0
(n) are the most important
subgroups of ! from an arithmetical point of view. For the supercuspidal
representations o, we obtain a similar description of the graphs >o in
Section 4.
The decomposition of the zeta function in the product of some ‚-functions
has many advantages. Since the graphs >o which we use for the computation
are of order about q$%’(n), instead of order about q3>$%’(n) of X (n), we are now
able to handle many more examples than are possible by computing Z
X(n)
(u)
combinatorially. Note that, by this combinatorial simpli"cation, roots of
unity and partial Gaussian sums come into the game. We illustrate the
procedure by taking n"„3#„#1, q"2, as a running example.
Using the proven structure of the computation graphs, we then are able to
give explicit formulae for Z
X(n)
(u) in the case deg n"2, n prime, in Section 5.
It is well known that the computation of the zeta function is equivalent to the
computation of the whole spectrum of a graph, at least in the (semi-)regular
case. Thus, we are able to give the spectrum of X (n) for small n. It turns out
that these graphs are very good concentrators, that is, bipartite graphs with
few edges and good expansion properties. In the case deg n"2, this
strengthens results of Morgenstern [Mo], who studied subgraphs of X (n) and
their expansion properties for general n3F
q
[„]. Furthermore, we discuss
limitations of extending the used methods to polynomials n of higher degree.
As a last application, we can show that regularizations of the graphs X(n) are
Ramanujan for small n. This gives a new unbounded family of Ramanujan
graphs.
This work is part of the author’s Ph.D. thesis [Sch], where arithmetic
graphs of our type are discussed in detail, including the ‚-functions of the full
(in"nite) graphs ! (n)CT.
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By a (nonoriented) graph>we mean a quintuple (E>,<>, o, t,~ ) consisting
of the set of (oriented) edges E>, the set of vertices <>, the inverse function
~: E>PE> and the origin (resp. terminal) mapping o, t: E>P<>, satisfying
o(e)"t (eN ), t(e)"o (eN ), eP"e, and eNOe for all edges e. The cardinality of Me:
o(e)"xN is called the degree of the vertex x. We will always assume > to be
locally "nite; i.e., the degree of each x3<> is "nite. A path C of length
l(C)"k51 in > is a sequence (e
1
,2 , ek) of edges such that t (ei )"o (ei‘1)
for 14i4k!1. A path (e
1
,2 , ek) is called closed, if o (e1)"t (ek ), and
reduced, if e
i
Oe
i‘1
for 14i4k!1. We de"ne a reduced, closed path
(e
1
,2 , ek) to be strongly reduced, if, furthermore, e1Oek . We call > a combi-
natorial graph, if for every pair of vertices (x, y) there exists at most one edge
e with (x, y)"(o (e), t (e)). In this case we will sometimes describe a path by
a sequence of vertices, instead of edges and denote an edge e by (o(e), t(e)).
A graph > is called connected, if for any two di!erent vertices x, y there is
a path in > from x to y. A connected graph which contains no closed reduced
paths is a tree.
Let „ and d denote the adjacency operators on the oriented edges (resp.
vertices) of>, that is, the correspondences„ and d (to be read as formal sums),
„ (e) :" +
o(e{)/t(e)
e{OeN
e@, d(x) :" +
o(e)/x
t (e),
and let q (x)#1 be the degree of the vertex x. If > is a "nite graph, these
correspondences can be interpreted as matrices. The generalized ‚aplacian of
> is then de"ned to be the operator * (u)"I!u ) d#u2 )Q, where Q is the
diagonal matrix of the values q (x), x3<>, and u is an indeterminate. Note
that * (1) equals the well-known Laplacian of >.
Let now X be a tree and G a group that acts discretely and without
inversion on X with "nite quotient GCX. Here, an operation is called discrete
if all occurring stabilizers are "nite. Furthermore, G acts without inversion if
we have p (e)OeN for all e3EX and p3G. We will not give the exact
de"nitions of the ‚-functions ‚ (X, G, o; u) related to this setting and a uni-
tary representation o of G, since it is quite technical. We refer the reader to
[Ba] and only describe the properties of the ‚-functions we need.
Let
Ho (<X)"M f :<XP<o D f (cx)"o (c) ) f (x) "x3<X, c3GN
and
Ho (EX)"M f : EXP<o D f (ce)"o (c) ) f (e) "e3EX, c3GN
318 ORTWIN SCHEJAbe the sets of G-equivariant functions into the given representation space <o .
The correspondences mentioned above induce operators „o , do , and Qo ,
respectively, on the spaces of equivariant functions by
(„o f )(e) :" +
o(e{)/t(e),e{OeN
f (e@),
(do f ) (x) :" +
o(e)/x
f (t (e)), (Qo f )(x)"q (x) f (x)
for functions f on the edges (resp. the vertices) of X with values in<o . Putting
*o(u) :"I!dou#Qou2, which is an element of End(Ho(<X)?C C[u]), we
get
THEOREM 1.1 [Ba, II, Theorem 3.9]. =e have
‚ (X, G, o; u)~1"det(I!u„o )"(1!u2)~so det(*o (u)),
where so"dimCHo (<X)!12dimCHo(EX).
This theorem yields an explicit procedure to compute the ‚-function at
least for the trivial representation o"1, which we brie#y describe (loc. cit.,
p. 764). Let>"GCX denote the quotient of the group action. Then H
1
(<X)
equals M f :<>PCN, identifying functions on>with G-invariant functions on
X. To describe *
1
(u) on H
1
(<X), each e3<> is assigned an index
i(e)"[G
x
:G
eJ
] of stabilizers, where o (e)"y, x is a preimage of y in X (under
the canonical projection p) and eJ is a preimage of e with o (eJ )"x. This index
is independent of the chosen preimages. For y"p (x), we have q (x)#1"
+
o(e)/y
i (e), whence we set q (y)#1 :"+
o(e)/y
i (e). Thus, we get
(Q
1
f ) (y)"(Q
1
f ) (x)"q(x) f (x)"q(y) f (y).
Moreover, it is easy to show that
(d
1
f )(y)" +
o(e)/y
i (e) f (t(e))
for y3<> and complex-valued functions f on <>. Thus, d
1
can be inter-
preted as the adjacency matrix of the weighted graph > and *
1
(u) as the
generalized Laplacian on >. (An analogous result holds for the operator „
1
).
Hence, the ‚-function ‚ (X, G, 1; u) only depends on the graph > and the
indices i (e) of e3E> and is computed purely combinatorially.
For general o, we have to express *o (u) as a matrix relative to a chosen
basis of Ho (<X) to compute ‚ (X, G, o; u). For this, it will turn out useful to
interpret the linear operator *o(u) as a general Laplacian on a graph >o that
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1
for o"1. Therefore, the graphs >o will be
called computation graphs.
Let v
i
, i3I be a ("nite) system of representatives of the G-operation on<X.
Then, we can decompose
Ho(<X)"=
i|I
H(i)o (<X),
where we set
H(i)o (<X) :"M f : G ) viP<o D f (gx)"o (g) ) f (x) "x3G ) vi , g3GN.
The vertices of the computation graph >o are given by a basis M fj , j3JN of
Ho(<X) that is obtained by choosing bases of H(i)o (<X), i3I. The "xed space
of <o under the stabilizer Gi of vi is de"ned to be the subspace
<Gio :"Mx3<o Do (g) )x"x for all g3GiN.
It is easily veri"ed that
<Gio
:&"H(i)o (<X), v> hv ,
with h
v
(gv
i
)"o(g) ) v for all g3G, is an isomorphism of vector spaces. Hence,
a basis of H(i)o (<X) can be determined via a basis of <Gio . If fj3
H(i)o (<X) 6Ho(<X), then the equation Qo fj"q (vi) fj holds. Assume
do fj"+k|J ajk fk and put an edge between fj and fk3<>o whenever ajkO0.Thus, do can be interpreted as the adjacency matrix of the resulting graph >o
and det(*o(u))"det(I!udo#u2Qo) is computed as the determinant of the
general Laplacian of >o , where the edges are labeled by the coe$cients
a
jk
3C.
Another important property of ‚-functions is
THEOREM 1.2 [Ba, II, Theorem 4.6]. ‚et G@-G be a subgroup of ,nite
index and let o@ be a representation of G@. „hen we have
‚ (X, G@, o@; u)"‚ (X, G, indG
G{
o@; u).
Thus, if G@ is normal in G, we have ‚ (X, G@, 1; u)"‚(X, G, reg; u), where
reg is the regular representation of G/G@. It is interpreted as a representation
of G via GPG/G@ o&"Aut (<o ).
The covering XPG@CX is called unrami,ed, if the action of G@ on X is free.
Then, X is the universal covering of the quotient >"G@CX, G@ is the
320 ORTWIN SCHEJAfundamental group n (> ), and the indices i(e) are one for all e3E>. In this
case, we set
Z
Y
(u) :"‚(X, G@, 1; u)
and call Z
Y
(u) the zeta function of >. As was shown in [H1], this function
ful"lls
Z
Y
(u)"expA +
k51
N
k
(>)
k
ukB ,
where N
k
(> ) is the number of strongly reduced closed paths in > of length k,
that is, Z
Y
(u) can also be interpreted as the generating function of the set of
strongly reduced closed paths in >.
Using the easily proven equation
‚ (X, G, o= o@; u)"‚ (X, G, o; u) )‚ (X, G, o@; u),
this yields
COROLLARY 1.3. ‚et G@-G be a normal subgroup of ,nite index, and
assume G@ acts freely on X with quotient >"G@CX. „hen we have
Z
Y
(u)"‚ (X, G@, 1; u)"<
o|G@G{
‚ (X, G, o; u)$%’ (o).
Of course, the second equation holds also for G@ acting discretely on X.
2. ARITHMETICALLY DEFINED GRAPHS
We start this section by brie#y describing the Bruhat}Tits treeT of a local
"eld. Let A"F
q
[„] be the polynomial ring over the "nite "eld F
q
, K its
quotient "eld, and let K
=
"K((1/„ )) be the completion at the in"nite place
R"(1/„ ). By O
=
we denote the valuation ring of K
=
, and we choose the
parameter n"1/„. Let K be the group G‚
2
(O
=
), I"M(a b
c d
) Dc,0 modnN
its Iwahori subgroup, and Z the center of G‚
2
(K
=
). We de"ne the
Bruhat}Tits tree T to consist of
<T"G‚
2
(K
=
)/K )Z,
ET"G‚
2
(K
=
)/I )Z.
The projection ETP<T is de"ned to map any edge to its vertex of origin
and the inverse function is de"ned by eIZ"e(0 1n 0 )IZ for e3G‚2(K=).
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2
(K
=
), are then given by
g(n~1
0
0
1
)KZ, g (n
0
b
1
)KZ, b3F
q
. (1)
Moreover, the group !"G‚
2
(A)-G‚
2
(K
=
) operates naturally from the
left.
PROPOSITION 2.1 [Se, p. 87]. For i50, let v
i
(resp. e
i
) denote the cosets of
(n~i
0
0
1
) modulo KZ (resp. IZ ). „hen !CT is identi,ed under the projection
TP!CT with the subgraph
z&&&&&&z&&&&&&z&&&&&&&z&&e0
v
0
v
1
e
1
v
2
e
2
v
3
2
of T. „he group ! acts discretely on vertices and edges with stabilizers
!
0
:"!
v0
"G‚
2
(F
q
),
!
i
:"!
vi
"GA
a
0
b
dB Ka, d3F*q , deg(b)4iH for i51.
„he stabilizer of the (oriented) edge e
i
equals !
ei
"!
i
W !
i‘1
"!
i
for i51 and
!
01
:"!
e0
"!
0
W!
1
for i"0.
With the help of this proposition, we can rewrite (1).
LEMMA 2.2. For i51 and c3!, the neighbours of a vertex cv
i
in T are of
the form c (1
0
bTi
1
)v
i~1
, b3F
q
, and cv
i‘1
. „he neighbours of the vertex cv
0
are cv
1
and c (b
1
1
0
)v
1
, b3F
q
.
We consider now arithmetically de"ned quotients of T and certain sub-
graphs. Let
! (n) :"Ker(G‚
2
(A) 3%$&&" G‚
2
A/(n)))
be the principal congruence subgroup of ! with respect to n3F
q
[„],
d :"deg (n)51. At "rst, we will study the covering
T !(n)&"!(n)CT !@!(n)&&&"!CT.
Elements in the "bre of v
i
(of the unoriented edge Me
i
, eN
i
N) in each level of this
covering will be called vertices (unoriented edges) of type i. Since ! operates
322 ORTWIN SCHEJAtransitively on the vertices of type i of T, we obtain a bijection
vertices of type i of ! (n)CT%! (n)C!/!
i
%!
i
CG(n),
where we put G(n) :"!/! (n). (The latter bijection is given by g>g~1 .) The
same bijection holds for unoriented edges of type i51, but unoriented edges
of type 0 correspond to !
01
CG(n). For 04i4d!1, we can view !
i
as
a subgroup of the "nite group G (n), because then reducing mod n is injective,
and we describe the graph ! (n)CT via the "bres of vertices v
i
and edges e
i
:
f Since each orbit of !
0
splits into q#1 orbits of !
01
, each vertex of type
0 has exactly q#1 neighbours (of type 1).
f Each vertex of type i, 14i4d!1, has q neighbours of type i!1
because of [!
i‘1
: !
i
]"q, (resp. [!
1
:!
01
]"q ), and one neighbour of type
i#1.
f For i5d, the image of !
i
in ! (n) equals the image of !
i~1
. Therefore,
each vertex of type i has exactly one neighbour of type i!1 and one of type
i#1. Thus, the vertices and edges of type 5d build "nitely many hal#ines,
which we call cusps.
f ! (n)CT is combinatorial, as is clear for type i51, since !
i
-!
i‘1
. For
the subgraph induced by all vertices of type 0 and 1, this follows from the fact
that !
0
and !
1
can be embedded into G(n).
LetT
d
be the subgraph ofT that is induced by all vertices of type less than
d. From the description of ! (n)CT we get
X (n) :"! (n)CT
d
"!(n)CT!McuspsN.
Lemma 2.2 implies that q of the neighbours of a vertex x3<T of type d are
of type d!1. Thus, these vertices are not connected in the subgraphT
d
, and
this impliesT
d
is no tree any more. Since the formalism of ‚-functions is given
only for groups acting on trees, we will describe a certain subtree X of the
graph T
d
and a subgroup #(n)-! (n), such that
X #(n)&&"X (n)
is an unrami"ed covering. Let X denote the component of v
0
in T
d
.
PROPOSITION 2.3. „he maximal subgroup #-! that operates on X is
#"SG‚
2
(F
q
), !
d~1
T"G‚
2
(F
q
) w!01!d~1 )
Proof. The second equation is obvious.
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X induced by the vertices v
0
,2 , vd~1 is a fundamental region of the opera-
tion of # on X. Thus, the group # is generated by the stabilizers
!
0
,2 ,!d~1 . Because of !i-!i‘1 , this implies #"S!0 , !d~1T . j
It is natural to de"ne
#(n) :"#W ! (n).
PROPOSITION 2.4. =e have
#/#(n):!/! (n)"G(n):F*
q
IS‚
2
(A/n),
where F*
q
is embedded in G‚
2
(A/n) by a> (a
0
0
1
).
Proof. Since ! (n) is normal in !, we obtain
#/#(n)"#/(#W! (n)):(# )! (n))/! (n).
Any element (1
0
b
1
) with deg (b)5d can be written as (1
0
b2
1
)c with c3! (n) and
deg (b
2
)4d!1. Thus we get
#/#(n):!/! (n).
For the second isomorphy, it is su$cient to prove that
1P!(n)6 S‚
2
(A) 3%$&&"S‚
2
(A/n)P1
is exact, because we have F*
q
W!(n)"1 and !"F*
q
IS‚
2
(A). The proof of
the exactness is the same as in the classical case, see [Sh, Lemma 1.38]. j
At last, we describe another graph that occurs in this setting. It is given as
the quotient of T by the nth Hecke congruence subgroup
!
0
(n) :"GA
a
c
b
dB3!Dc,0mod nH
of !. If we set #
0
(n) :"#W!
0
(n) and
X (n) :"# (n)CX,
0 0
324 ORTWIN SCHEJAthen X
0
(n) is just the "nite part of the graph !
0
(n)CT. Since
!
0
(n)C! :&"P1 (A/n)
by (a
c
b
d
)> (c : d), we get the bijection
vertices of !
0
(n)CT of type i% P1(A/n)/!
i
. (2)
For a thorough discussion of graphs of type !
0
(n)CT, we refer the reader to
[GN]. The graphs X
0
(n) will occur as computation graphs in the next section.
3. FACTORS OF THE PRINCIPAL SERIES
The covering X #(n)&" X(n) is unrami"ed because of !
i
W# (n)"M(1
0
0
1
)N
for i4d!1, as the de"nitions of the last section imply. To compute the
zeta function Z
X(n)
(u)"‚ (X, #(n), 1; u), Corollary 1.3 leaves us to study
‚(X, #, o; u) for all irreducible representations o of #/#(n):G(n). For this,
we construct the computation graphs >o (see Section 1). Recall that the
vertices of >o are given by the elements of bases of the "xed spaces <!io . For
the determination of these bases, we will sometimes use that dim<!io can be
calculated as the scalar product of the trivial character with o, both restricted
to !
i
:
dim<!io "So, 1T!i"
1
d!
i
+
g|!i
o (g).
After determining such bases, we will compute the adjacency operators do of
>o . The representations of G(n):#/#(n):F*q IS‚2 (A/n) divide in two
families of representations, which will be treated in this and the subsequent
section. We start with a short description of the representation spaces <o .
The notations of subgroups of G‚
2
(K ) for a "eld K will be used:
B (K)"GA
a
0
b
dB Ka, d3K*, b3KH , the group of triangular matrices,
;(K)"GA
1
0
b
1B Kb3KH , the group of strictly triangular matrices,
D(K)"GA
a
0
0
dB Ka, d3K*H , the diagonal group,
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a
0
0
aB Ka3K*H , the group of central matrices, and
C(F
q
)"GA
a
0
0
aqB Ka3F*q2H , the Cartan group of Fq .
For the remainder of this paper, we assume n3A to be prime of degree
d :"deg (n), whence A/n is a ,nite ,eld of order qd. Furthermore, we
assume qd’2.
The representations of G(n) are described in detail by Rust [Ru], including
the character tables, which we will use further on. The representations are
constructed by restricting the representations of G‚
2
(A/n), which are well
known. The principal series contains the representations ok"ind(k) which
are induced by characters k of B (A/n). Thus, we have for <k :"<ok
<k"M f : G‚2(A/nPC D f (qx)"k (q) f (x) "q3B(A/n), x3G‚2 (A/n)N.
This is a left G‚
2
(A/n)-module by de"ning g ) f (y)"f (yg), where yg is just the
product of the two matrices. The space <k is from now on regarded as
a G(n)-module by restriction.
Characters k of B (A/n) are determined by the restriction to D (A/n) (since
we assume qd’2). We put
kA
a
0
0
dB :"(k1, k2)A
a
0
0
dB :"k1(ad )k2(d ),
where k
1
and k
2
are characters of (A/n)*. As can be deduced from the
character tables of G(n), the character values of o
(k1,k2) contain only terms
k
1
(x), x3F*
q
, and k
2
(y), y3F*
qd
. Thus, we can assume k
1
to be a character of
F*
q
. Furtheron, we restrict our attention to representations ind(k
1
, k
2
), where
(k
1
, k
2
) is trivial on Z (F
q
), since dim<!i
(k1,k2) is zero for all i otherwise.
At "rst, consider the case k"(1, 1), where the functions in <k are invariant
under the operation of B (A/n). Since B (A/n)CG‚
2
(A/n) is isomorphic to the
projective line P1(A/n) under the mapping induced by (a
c
b
d
)> (c : d), this
implies
<
(1,1)
:M f : P1(A/n)PCN.
Moreover, we have
<!i
(1,1)
:M f :P1(A/n)/!
i
PCN.
326 ORTWIN SCHEJACompare this with the graph X
0
(n) de"ned at the end of the last section. We
will show in Proposition 3.2 that the (weighted) adjacency operator d on
X
0
(n) equals the induced operator d
(1,1)
on =
(1,1)
:=<!i
(1,1)
.
We switch now to general k, which is treated along the case k"(1, 1). The
Bruhat decomposition
G‚
2
(A/n)"B(A/n)X5 B (A/n)A
0
!1
1
0B;(A/n)
implies that the set
GA
1
0
0
!1BHXGA
0
!1
1
xB , x3A/nH (3)
is a system of representatives for B (A/n)CG‚
2
(A/n). Thus, a basis of <o is
parametrized by P1(A/n), where we de"ne
f
=A
1
0
0
!1B"1, f=A
0
!1
1
xB"0
f
yA
1
0
0
!1B"0, fyA
0
!1
1
xB"dxy for x, y3A/n.
The group ! acts on <o from the left by operating from the right on the
arguments. If we set w :"(0
1
1
0
), we obtain
A
a
0
b
dB f="kA
a
0
0
dB f=
A
a
0
b
dB fx"kA
d
0
0
aB f(ax‘b)@d ,
w f
=
"f
0
, w f
0
"f
=
w f
x
"k
3
(x) f
1@x
if xO0,
where
k
3
(x) :"kA
~1
x
0
0
xB for xO0.
ZETA FUNCTIONS OF ARITHMETICAL GRAPHS 327Elements of a basis of <!ik can be chosen among the set of
[x]k
i
:" +
p|!i
p f
x
, x3P1 (A/n).
(We make this de"nition instead of the projection (1/d!
i
) +p|!i p fx to ensure
that the matrix of do as computed in Proposition 3.2 coincide with the
adjacency operator on the "nite part of !
0
(n)CT in the case k"(1, 1)). Often,
we will interpret x3A/n as the element (x : 1)3P1(A/n) and write p )x for the
standard (left) operation of p3G‚
2
(A/n) on P1(A/n). The signs in the set of
representatives as in (3) have been chosen in such a way that p f
x
equals fp >x
up to some constant, depending on k, x, and p. Thus, [x]k
i
and [y]k
i
only di!er
by a constant if x"p ) y for some p3!
i
. So we can even choose a basis of
<!ik among the set M[x]ki :x3RiN, where Ri is a set of representatives of the left
operation of !
i
on P1(A/n). Since the nonzero elements of this set are linearly
independent, this leaves us to determine the elements [x]k
i
which are zero in
order to get a basis of <!ik .
A nonzero polynomial f"+ a
i
„ i is said to have height k if a
k
is the smallest
nonvanishing coe$cient of f. We also use this de"nition directly for the
element ( f : 1)3P1(A/n). If d is even, we have F
q
-F
q2
-A/n, and we put
H0
C
:"G
M[y]k
0
N , if d is even and kD
C(Fq)
"1,
0, otherwise,
where y is any element in P1(F
q2
)!P1(F
q
) which is normalized and has
height 1. The matrix w operates on P1 (A/n)!M0,RN by inversion. Thus, it is
easy to calculate a set of representatives R@
0
of the action of !
0
on
P1(A/n)!P1(F
q2
), where each element in R@
0
is monic and has height51. We
assume R@
0
"xed for the rest of the section. For any character s on a group
G and a subgroup H-G we de"ne the abbreviation
d (s, H )"G
1, if s is trivial on H,
0, otherwise.
We set
Hi
D
:"G
M[0]k
i
, [R]k
i
N, if kD
D(Fq)
"1,
0, otherwise.
Note that [0]k
i
"[R]k
i
if and only if i"0.
328 ORTWIN SCHEJAPROPOSITION 3.1. ‚et k be a character of B (A/n). „hen a basis of <!ik is
given by
(i) M[x]k
i
: x3(A/n)*, x monic, height of x5i#1NXHi
D
for 14i4d!1,
(ii) M[x]k
0
: x3R@
0
NXH0
D
XH0
C
for i"0.
Proof. If the stabilizer stab
i
(x) of x3P1(A/n) under the operation of !
i
is
contained in B(A/n), then [x]k
i
is zero if and only if k is nontrivial on stab
i
(x).
(i) The set
Mx3(A/n)*, x monic, height of x5i#1NXM0,RN
is a set of representatives of the action of !
i
on P1 (A/n) for i51. The
stabilizer of the operation on 0 (resp. R) is D (F
q
) (resp. !
i
) itself ; hence it is
easy to see that [0]k
i
(resp. [R]k
i
) are zero if and only if k is not trivial on
D(F
q
). The stabilizer of the operation on the other representatives is Z(F
q
), on
which k generally is chosen to be trivial. This means that all the elements of
M[x]k
i
: x3(A/n)*, x monic, height of x5i#1N are nonzero; hence elements
of our basis.
(ii) Let x3R@
0
. A matrix (a
c
b
d
)3!
0
has x as a "xpoint if and only if
cx2#(d!a)x!b"0.
The choice xNF
q2
forces the coe$cients to be zero, whence the stabilizer of the
action of !
0
on x is Z(F
q
). The stabilizer of 0 is again D(F
q
) and we get as
above that all elements of M[x]k
0
:x3R@
0
NXH0
D
are nonzero.
This leaves us with the element [y]k
0
, y3P1 (F
q2
)!P1 (F
q
) in the case d is
even. As indicated in Section 2, we can compute
dim<!0o "G
qd~1!q
q2!1 #d (k, D (Fq))#d (k, C(Fq )), if d is even,
qd~1!1
q2!1 #d (k, D (Fq)), otherwise.
Since (qd~1!q)/ (q2!1) equals the cardinality of R@
0
in this case, we have
[y]k
0
O0 if and only if kD
C(Fq)
"1. j
For x3P1(A/n), let n
i
(x) denote the representative of the orbit !
i
)x that we
chose in Proposition 3.1. We de"ne c
i
(x) by
[x]k
i
"c
i
(x) ) [n
i
(x)]k
i
.
ZETA FUNCTIONS OF ARITHMETICAL GRAPHS 329The described basis of <!ik is transformed to a basis of H(i)ok (<X) (as de"ned in
Section 1) by
hi
x
:"hi
x,k :"Mcvi> c ) [x]ki N.
Thus, the vertices of >o are given by
<>o :" Z
14i4d~1
Mhi
x
Dx monic, height of x5i#1NXMh0
x
Dx3R@
0
N
XG
Mhi
0
, hi
=
D14i4d!1NXMh0
0
N, if kDD(Fq)"1,
0, otherwise,
XG
Mh0
y
N, if kDC(Fq)"1 and d even,
0, otherwise,
(4)
where y is a "xed element in P (F
q2
)!P (F
q
). Now we will determine the
adjacency relations of these vertices. To simplify the statement of the rela-
tions, we further set hd
x
:"0 and n
i
(x) :"x, if [x]k
i
"0. Formally, we put
(a/d)R!b :"R for a, d3F*
q
, b3A.
PROPOSITION 3.2. ‚et k be a character of B (A/n) and o"ok . For the
elements hi
x
of the basis of H(i)o (<X) we have
(i) dohix"+b|Fq hi~1x‘bTi#hi‘1ni‘1(x) for 24i4d!1,
(ii) doh1x"+b|Fq c0(x#b„ )h0n0(x~bT)#h2n2(x) ,
(iii) doh0x"h1n1(x)#+b|Fq k3(x#b)c1 ((x#b)~1 )h1n1((x‘b)~1) for xOR, 0,
(iv) doh00"q ) h10#h1= .
Proof. In general, we have
dohix(y1)" +
(y1,y2)|EX
hi
x
(y
2
);
thus, dohix is supported at most on vertices of type i!1 or i#1. We will use
the description of neighbours in X as given in Lemma 2.2.
(i) We have dohix (cvi~1)"hix(cvi )"c[x]ki"+b c[x#b„i]ki~1 , whichre#ects the decomposition !
i
"Zb!i~1(10 bT
i
1
). Analogously, we obtain
dohix (cvi‘1)"c[x]ki‘1 . If x is in (A/n)* and x is monic, it is possible that
x does not have height i#2. In this case, the adaption to n
i‘1
(x) is done via
a matrix (1
0
eTi‘1
1
), which means c
i‘1
(x)"1. This translates to the proposed
formula.
330 ORTWIN SCHEJA(ii) Here, the second summand is obtained analogously to (i). For the "rst
summand, we consider the equation
doh1x (cv0)"c[x]k1#+
e
cA
e
1
1
0B [x]k1"+b [x#b„]
k
0
,
re#ecting the Bruhat decomposition and !
1
"Zb!01 (10 bT1 ). Further, we have
to adjust the elements [x#b„]k
0
to the chosen basis of <!ik .
(iii) Considering for x3(A/n)* the decomposition
[x]k
0
"[x]k
01
# +
b|FqbO~x
k
3
(x#b)[(x#b )~1]k
01
# +
b|Fqb/~x
[R]k
01
and the fact that xNF
q
, we obtain the proposed formula in a similar manner as
in the other cases.
(iv) If x"0, we can assume kDD(Fq)"1, so the formula is easily shown. j
Recall that the nontrivial factors of ‚ (X, #, o; u) are given by det(*o (u))
with *o (u)"I!udo#u2Qo . The matrix of Qo relative to the chosen basis is
a diagonal matrix. We have
Qohix"G
(q!1)hi
x
, if i"d!1,
qhi
x
, otherwise.
The values of c
i
(x) depend on the choice of k. Note that this choice only
in#uences the relations between vertices of type 0 and 1. We summarize the
results.
THEOREM 3.3. ‚et o"ok be induced by the character k of B(A/n), n3A
irreducible, and qd’2. „he nontrivial factors of ‚ (X, #, indk; u)~1 are com-
puted as the determinant of the generalized ‚aplacian on >o . „he graph
>o equals X0 (n), whose edges are labelled by expressions in k as given by
Proposition 3.2. According to (4), some vertices (and their incident edges)
of X
0
(n) are removed. In particular, we have ‚(X, #, ind(1, 1); u)"
‚(X, #
0
(n), 1; u).
As a factor of Z
X(n)
(u), the ‚-function ‚ (X, #, o; u) shows up with multipli-
city deg o for every irreducible representation o of G (n). Thus, once we know
how the induced representations behave when restricted to G(n), we can
determine the multiplicity of ‚ (X, #, o; u) in Z
X(n)
(u). We cite from [Ru]:
The representations ind(k
1
, k
2
) remain irreducible of degree qd#1, except
for the following two families:
f If q is odd, d"deg (n) is even and k
2
is the quadratic character, then
ind(k
1
, k
2
) will decompose into two components of the same degree.
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1
, 1) decomposes into the one-dimensional representation k
1 3det
and the special representation sp, twisted by k
1
.
For the representations k
1 3det only ‚ (X, #, 1 3 det; u) is a nontrivial (but
easily computed) function. Thus, we can determine all factors of Z
X(n)
(u),
resulting from the principal series. We will illustrate this in an
Example. Let q"2, n"„3#„#1. The corresponding graph !
0
(n)CT
has the form
where the arrows stand for cusps. Recall that the vertices of type i of !
0
(n)CT
correspond to orbits of the action of !
i
on P1 (A/n). Each vertex and edge is
now assigned a representative of these orbits. As representatives of the action
of !
0
we choose 0 and „, denoted by x
3
and x
6
. For the action of !
1
, we take
the elements R, 0, and „2, denoted by x
2
, x
4
, and x
7
, and for !
2
only the
elements R and 0, named x
1
and x
5
. The representatives for most of the
unoriented edges are obvious. Both the unoriented edges between x
6
and x
7
correspond to the orbits of „2 and „2#„: note that „~1"1#„2 in A/n.
Since d"3 is odd and D(F*
2
)"M1N, we have to consider all vertices for every
representation ind(k).
The obvious relations for dk :"dok are
dkh1="h00#h2= , dkh2="2 ) h1= ,
dkh20"h10#h1T2 , dkh10"h00#h0T , dkh00"2 ) h10#h1= .
According to Proposition 3.2, this leaves us to determine
dkh0T"h10#(k3(„ )#k3(„#1)) ) h1T2 ,
dkh1T2"(c0 („2)#c0(„2#„ )) ) h0T#h20 .
If we put a"(k
3
(„ )#k
3
(„#1)) and b"(c
0
(„2)#c
0
(„2#„ )), we
obtain as a general polynomial
det(*
(k1,k2) (u))"32u14#(40!8ab)u12#(!4a!4b!8ab#28)u10
#(!4ab!2a#14!2b)u8#(6!2ab!b!a)u6
#(4!a!b!ab)u4#(!ab#3)u2#1.
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3
(x)"k
1
(!1) ) k
2
(x)"k
2
(x) and c
0
(„2 )"k~1
3
(„ ), c
0
(„2#„ )
"k~1
3
(„#1). In addition to the representation induced by (1, 1), there are
three other pairwise inequivalent representations of the principal series: For
two pairs (k
1
, k
2
) and (k@
1
, k@
2
) of characters, ind(k
1
, k
2
) and ind(k@
1
, k@
2
) are
equivalent if and only if
(k
1
, k
2
)"(k@
1
, k@
2
) or (k@
1
, k@
2
)"(k
1
(k
2D(F*q )
), k~1
2
).
The second case reduces here to the condition k@
2
"k~1
2
. If a is a primitive
seventh root of unity, then we can compute the table of values which we have
to substitute for a and b. If we set k
2
(„ )"a, k@
2
(„ )"a2, kA
2
(„ )"a3, we get
k
2
k@
2
kA
2
a a#a5 a2#a3 a#a3
b a6#a2 a5#a4 a6#a4
Substituting these values for a and b and multiplying the resulting poly-
nomials gives rise to the factor
32768u42#81920u40#116736u38#125440u36#110080u34#88192u32
#67328u30#49344u28#34144u26#21792u24#13012u22#7388u20#4041u18
#2135u16#1067u14#492u12#211u10#84u8#33u6#12u4#4u2#1,
which appears in the zeta function with multiplicity deg (ind(k
1
, k
2
))"
23#1"9.
For a"b"1 we get
det(*
(1, 1)
)"32u14#32u12#12u10#6u8#2u6#u4#2u2#1.
Since
det(*
1 3$%5
)"(u2!1) ) ((q3!q2)u4#(q2!q)u2!1)
"(u2!1) ) (4u4#2u2!1)
corresponds to the trivial representation, we get as factor of the inverted zeta
function
(u2!1)(4u4#2u2!1) ) (8u8#6u6#4u4#2u2#1)8.
The example will be continued in the next section.
ZETA FUNCTIONS OF ARITHMETICAL GRAPHS 3334. FACTORS OF SUPERCUSPIDAL REPRESENTATIONS
In the last section, we studied the ‚-functions ‚(X, #, o; u) related to
representations o of the principal series of G(n). Now, we will apply the same
program as in Section 3 to the lasting representations of G(n) that also can be
parametrized by certain characters. Even if there is no such elegant statement
as Theorem 3.3, we will derive an explicit procedure to construct the comuta-
tion graphs and compute the ‚-functions.
We denote by ‚ a quadratic "eld extension of A/n and assume l to be an
irreducible character of ‚* ; that means l does not factor over (A/n)* by the
norm N"NL
A@n
:‚*P(A/n)*. Let
<l :"M f : (A/n)*PCN,
denote by f
x
the characteristic function of x3A/n, and let t be a "xed
nontrivial additive character of A/n. Then we can interpret< as a representa-
tion space (see [PS, Ru]) by de"ning o"ol via
AA
a
0
b
dB fB (x) :"l (d)tA
b
d
xB f A
a
d
xB ,
(w f )(x) :" +
y|(A@n)*
l (!y~1) j (xy) f (!y),
with w :"(0
1
1
0
). (Recall that G‚
2
(A/n) is generated by matrices of this shape).
The function j : (A/n)*PC is given by
j (x) :"!1
qd
+
a|L*
Na/x
t(a#aN )l(a).
It is well known that every irreducible representation of G‚
2
(A/n) not
contained in the principal series is obtained in this way for some irreducible l.
Representations of this type are called supercuspidal.
We are only interested in representations ol that are trivial on Z (Fq ) (this
implies l D (F*q )"1), which we will further assume. If we set
‚(q) :"Mx3‚* :Nx3F*
q
N, (5)
we can cite from [Ru] the behaviour of the supercuspidal representation ol
when restricting them to G(n).
PROPOSITION 4.1. All representations of the form ol remain irreducible of
dimension qd!1 if restricted to G(n). (Note the condition lD (F*q )"1.) If we denote
334 ORTWIN SCHEJAby ol also the restriction to G(n), we have m pairwise inequivalent representa-
tions of the form ol , where m"qd/2 if q is even and (qd!1)/2 otherwise. For
two characters l and l@, ol and ol{ are equivalent as representations of G(n) if
and only if lDL(q)"l@DL(q) or lN DL(q)"l@DL(q), where lN is the conjugated character.
At "rst, we again determine the vertices of the graph >o">ol , which
consists of the elements of a basis of
Ho (<X): =
14i4d~1
H(i)o (<X): =
14i4d~1
<!il
(see Section 1). For this, we assume the nontrivial character t to be trivial on
all polynomials of degree less than d!1. Using the de"nitions above, we
have
A
a
0
b
dB fx"tAx
b
aB fx(d@a)
w f
x
" +
y|(A@n)*
l(y~1) j(!xy) f
y
.
Analogously to Section 3, we can choose a basis of <!il among the set of
[x]l
i
:" +
p|!i
p f
x
, x3(A/n)*.
PROPOSITION 4.2. For i51, a basis for <il is given by M[x]li :x monic,
deg (x)(d!(i#1)N.
Proof. For i51 we have
[x]l
i
" +
a,d,b
tAx
b
aB fx(d@a) .
From the choice of t, we know that [x]l
i
O0 if and only if
deg (x)(d!(i#1). We then have
[x]l
i
"qi‘1(q!1) +
d|F*q
f
xd
,
which implies [x]l
i
"[ax]l
i
for a3F*
q
. Thus, the elements of the given set are
linearly independent and span <!il . j
Since the operation of w on <l is here more complex than for the princi-
pal series, we are not able to give a uniform description of a basis of
ZETA FUNCTIONS OF ARITHMETICAL GRAPHS 335<!0l . Nevertheless, if we map the elements [x]li to hix with
hi
x
:"hi
x,l :"Mcvi> c ) [x]li N,
we can give the relations between the elements hi
x
3H(i)o (<X) analogously to
Proposition 3.2.
PROPOSITION 4.3. ‚et o :"ol be a supercuspidal representation. For the
elements hi
x
in H(i)o (<X) we obtain:
(i) dohix"q ) hi~1x #hi‘1x for 14i4d!1,
(ii) doh0x"h1x#q ) +$%’ (y)4d~3
y.0/*#
l (y~1) +
a|F*q
j (yxa)h1
y
.
Proof. (i) We have dohix(cvi~1)"hix(cvi )"c[x]ki"(q!1)qi‘1 +a|F*q c fax"q ) hi~1
x
(cv
i~1
). If i’1, the equation
dohix (cvi‘1)" +
b|Fq A
1
0
b„i‘1
1 B [x]li"[x]li‘1
proves the relation. In the case i"1, we look at the equation
doh1x (cv0)"c[x]k1# +
e|Fq
cA
e
1
1
0B [x]l1
"q )Ac[x]l01#) +e|Fq cA
e
1
1
0B [x]l01B"q ) [x]l0 ,
re#ecting the Bruhat decomposition and !
i
"Zb!01(10 bT1 ).
(ii) We have
dh0
x
(cv
1
)" +
b|Fq
cA
1
0
b„
1 B[x]l0"[x]l1#+e|Fq c!1wA
1
0
e
1B fx"[x]l1#q ) c!1w fx.
But !
1
w f
x
equals
+
y|(A@n)*,a,d,b
l (y~1)j (!yx)t (by) fyd
a
"q2 (q!1) +
$%’ (y)4d~3
+
d
l (y~1) j(!yx) f
yd
" +
$%’ (y)4d~3
y.0/*#
+
a
l(y~1) j (yxa) [y]l
1
.
Here, note that l DF*
q
"1. j
336 ORTWIN SCHEJANote that h0
x
as in (ii) does not necessarily appear in the chosen basis of
H(0)ol (<X), so possibly we have to compute the corresponding linear combina-
tions.
Example. We continue the example n"„3#„#1, q"2, of Section 3.
We have to consider the four inequivalent characters of ‚(2), de"ned in (5).
This set equals here the set of elements of ‚ of norm 1, i.e. the ninth roots of
unity over F
q
. Using the character tables of G(n), we get
dim H(0)ol (<X)"1!d (l, l*); dimH(1)ol (<X)"1,
where l"F
4
is the quadratic extension of F
2
in ‚. We have l*-‚(2), so
exactly one of the four inequivalent characters ful"lls d(l, l*)"1. In this case,
>ol consist of just one vertex. Hence, the nontrivial factor of the correspond-
ing ‚-function equals
1#2u2.
For the other three nonequivalent characters, h0
1
and h1
1
form a basis of
Ho(<X), and >o consists of two vertices connected by an edge that is labelled
by complex numbers as described in Proposition 4.3. This leads us to
compute
(1#2u2)2!2(2 ) j (1)#1)u2. (6)
A calculation yields
4 ) j (1)"!a5!a2#a, !a4#a2!a, a5#a4,
for the three characters, respectively, where a is a primitive ninth root of unity
in C. If we substitute these values in (6) and take the product of the resulting
three polynomials, we obtain
64u12#96u10#84u8#49u6#21u4#6u2#1.
The multiplicities of these last factors in the zeta function Z
X(n)
(u) are
qd!1"7.
5. EXPLICIT FORMULAE AND APPLICATIONS
As an application of the structural description of the computation graphs
> , we want to give explicit formulae for Z (u) for small n. In the case ofo X(n)
ZETA FUNCTIONS OF ARITHMETICAL GRAPHS 337deg n"1, the graph X (n) consists only of a vertex and hence is uninteresting.
In this section, we assume n to be prime of degree 2.
THEOREM 5.1. ‚et n3A be prime of degree 2. „hen we have
Z
X(n)
(u)~1"(1!u2)g(X(n)) (1!q (q!1)u2) (q(q!1)u4#qu2#1)q2
](qu2#1)Aq ((q(q!1)u4!u2#1)((q!1)u2#1))Bq,
with A
q
:"(q!2)(q2#1)/2, B
q
:"q(q2#1)/2, and the genus g (X(n))"
(q2#1)(q2!q!1)#1 of X (n).
Proof. First, we compute the factors of the principal series as described in
Section 3. The shape of the graph !
0
(n)CT is
The vertices of type i correspond to the representatives of the action of !
i
on
P1(A/n)(see the example in Section 3). Thus, x
1
is represented by R, x
2
and
x
3
by 0, and x
4
by „. The edges (x
1
, x
2
) and (x
2
, x
3
) are indexed by q, (x
3
, x
4
)
by q!1, (x
4
, x
3
) by q#1, and all others by 1. For det(*k) we compute
k det*k (u)
(1, 1) (u2!1)(q (q!1)u2!1)(q(q!1)u4#qu2#1)
k
2
O1, kDC(Fq)"1 qu2#1
k
2
O1, kDD(Fq)"1 (q(q!1)u4!u2#1)((q!1)u2#1)
On the one hand, if k is trivial on C(F
q
), only x
4
is not deleted from the graph.
On the other hand, x
4
is the only vertex that is deleted if k is trivial on D(F
q
).
This determines the factors of Z
X(n)
(u)~1 for kO(1, 1).
The trivial representation leads to the factor (u2!1)(q(q!1)u2!1). This
and the di!erence factor (1!u2 )g~1 between det(*(u)) and the zeta function
(see Theorem 1.1) yields the factor
(1!u2)g(1!q(q!1)u2 ).
The formula for the genus is proven by counting edges and vertices. This
leaves us to determine the multiplicities A
q
and B
q
.
338 ORTWIN SCHEJAThe equation kDC(Fq)"1 implies k2(aN )"1/k1(aaN )"1/k1(N(a)) and k2 is
determined by k
1
. Since k
2
O1 and the norm is surjective, we have q!2
representations of this form. For q odd, we have to separate the quadratic
character that leads to a dimension (q2#1)/2. Each of the remaining repres-
entations is equivalent to exactly one other of these representations. This
yields
A
q
"G
q2#1
2
#(q!3)
2
(q2#1)"(q!2)(q2#1)
2
, if q odd,
(q!2) (q2#1)
2
, if q even.
The fact that kDD(Fq)"1 is equivalent to k1"1 and k2 DF*q"1. For k2O1
there are (q2!1)/(q!1)!1"q many of them. Redoing the above argu-
ment for the quadratic character, we obtain
B
q
"G
q2#1
2
#(q!1)
2
(q2#1)"q(q2#1)
2
, if q is odd,
q
(q2#1)
2
, if q is even.
A short calculation shows that the product of all the factors computed by
now gives already Z
X(n)
(u), since the number of vertices of X (n) here is
(2q#1)(q2#1)"1
2
) (4#4q2#2 )A
q
#6 )B
q
). Thus, the factors of the
supercuspidal series are all trivial and the proof is "nished. j
COROLLARY 5.2. For the same n, the number of spanning trees of X (n) is
(q2#1)q2~1(q#1)Aq(q2(q!1))Bq.
Proof. Use the formula for the number of spanning trees given in [H2].
j
The spectrum Spec (> ) of a k-regular graph>, that is, the set of eigenvalues
of the adjacency matrix lies between !k and k. Let
" (> ) :"maxMDjD : j3Spec(> ), DjD(kN.
The graph > is called Ramanujan if """(> ) ful"lls "42Jk!1. It is well
known that
lim inf
j?=
"(>
j
)52Jk!1 (7)
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j
, j3N of pairwise non-isomorphic, k-regular graphs, so
Ramanujan graphs are extremal in this point of view. They have the &&best’’
expansion properties in terms of the spectrum (see [Lu] for a detailed
discussion).
Now we will outline techniques of Hashimoto (cf. [H1, pp. 228]), which we
need to construct families of regular Ramanujan graphs from X(n). Let > be
a combinatorial, bipartite "nite graph with the partition <>"<
0
(> )X
<
1
(>) such that o (e)3<
0
(> ) implies t (e)3<
1
(>) for every e3E>. Let
the two subsets be of cardinality n
i
"d<
i
(>) with n
1
5n
0
. Let us
further assume that > is (q
0
#1, q
1
#1)-semiregular, that is, all vertices in
<
i
(>) have the same degree q
i
#1, i"0, 1. We de"ne the graphs > *i+,
i"0, 1, by
<> *i+ :"<
i
(>),
E> *i+ :"Mreduced paths in > of length 2, starting in <
i
(> )N.
The inversion, origin and terminal mapping are just given by (e
1
, e
2
) :"
(eN
2
, eN
1
), o (e
1
, e
2
) :"o (e
1
), and t (e
1
, e
2
) :"t (e
2
). It is easy to see that> *0+ (resp.
> *1+) are regular of degree q
1
(q
0
#1) (resp. q
0
(q
1
#1)). The spectrum of
> has the form (counting with multiplicities)
Spec(>)"M$j
1
,2 ,$jn0 , 0,2 , 0Nhgigj
n1~n0
(loc. cit.), and a short calculation gives
Spec(>*0+ )"Mj2
1
!(q
0
#1),2 , j2n0!(q0#1)N
Spec(>*1+ )"Mj2
1
!(q
1
#1),2 , j2n0!(q1#1),!(q1#1),2 ,!(q1#1)N.hgggggigggggj
n1~n0
According to [H1, Theorem III], we have
Z
Y
(u)~1"(1!u2)g(Y)~1(1#q
1
u2)n1~n0]
n0
<
j/1
M1!(j2
j
!q
0
!q
1
)u2#q
0
q
1
u4N.
(8)
The graph X(n) is bipartite and (q#1, q)-semiregular for deg n"2 (see
Section 2). Let A denote the adjacency matrix of X(n) and A*i+ that of X (n)*i+.
340 ORTWIN SCHEJAWe use (8) and the formula for Z
X(n)
(u) to determine the spectrum of A2 :
Multiplicity Factor of Z
X(n)
(u)~1 Eigenvalue j2
j
of A2
1 (1!u2) (1!q (q!1)u2) q2#q
q2 q (q!1)u4#qu2#1 q!1
B
q
q (q!1)u4!u2#1 2q
A
q
((q!1)u2#1)(qu2#1) 0
This is transformed into the spectra of X(n)*0+ and X (n)*1+ :
Multiplicity Eigenvalue of A*0+ Eigenvalue of A*1+
1 q2!1 q2
q2 !2 !1
B
q
q!1 q
A
q
!(q#1) !q
n
1
!n
0
!q
Note that A
q
"0 for q"2. Hence, the tables imply
COROLLARY 5.3. For every q, the graphs X (n)*0+ and X(n)*1+ are Ramanujan
for prime n of degree 2.
Let > be again a general combinatorial, bipartite graph with the corres-
ponding partition <>"<
0
(>)X<
1
(>), not necessarily semiregular. Set
h :"d<
0
(> )/d<
1
(>)(1 and denote for S-<> by N (S) :"
Mt(e)3<> De3E>, o (e)3SN the set of neighbours of S. Then > is called
a (n
1
, h, r, a)-bounded concentrator, if 1
2
)dE>4r ) n
1
and for every subset
S-<
1
(>) with dS4ad<
1
(>) we have dN(S)5dS.
For n3A, we write X01(n) for the subgraph of X (n) induced by all vertices
of type 0 and 1. Let <
i
(X01(n)) be the vertices of type i in X(n). Morgenstern
showed in [Mo] that X01 (n) is a (n
1
, q/ (q#1), q, (q!4)/(q!3))-bounded
concentrator for q55. In our situation (deg n"2), we actually have
X(n)"X01 (n) and our results yield a better constant a, as was pointed out by
Morgenstern.
COROLLARY 5.4. If n3A is prime of degree 2 and q53, then X (n) is
a (n
1
, q/(q#1), q, (q!2)/(q!1))-bounded concentrator.
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ij
)
i|V1, j|V0
be the matrix with entries
m
ij
"G
1, if vertex i3<
1
(X(n)) is connected with j3<
0
(X(n))
0, otherwise.
The matrix MM t is symmetric and positive semide"nite with eigenvalues
j
1
525j
n1
50. Note that by the de"nitions we have
MM t"A*1+#(q
1
#1)I"A*1+#qI.
Let now be S-<
1
(X(n)) with dS4a )d<
1
(X(n)). Using a formula of
Tanner [Ta, Theorem 2.1], we obtain
dN (S)
dS
5 q2
a (q(q#1)!j
2
)#j
2
" q2
aq (q!1)#2q ,
since the second eigenvalue j
2
of A*1+#qI is 2q, according to the tables
above. Thus, X (n) will be a concentrator bounded by the constants men-
tioned in the statement of the corollary, if q2/(aq(q!1)#2q)51 which is
equivalent to
a4q2!2q
q(q!1)"
q!2
q!1 . j
Which of these results can be generalized to the graphs X01 (n) for general
n3A? These graphs are connected at least for q54 or q"3 and n prime (see
[Mo]), which we assume furtheron. We redo the construction of the proof of
Corollary 5.4 for the graphs X01 (n), n3A. Let j
2
(n) be the second eigenvalue
of the corresponding matrix MM t, then
"
i
(n) :""((X01 (n)) *i+)"maxMj
2
(n)!(q
i
#1), q
i
#1N.
Since by (7) the smallest possible point of accumulation of the values "
i
(n) is
2Jq2!1 (resp. 2Jq2!2), and since q
i
#1 is smaller than the correspond-
ing value, we get
"
i
(n)"j
2
(n)!(q
i
#1)
for almost all n3A. According to the discussion of Ramanujan graphs above,
this implies for these families of regular graphs
lim inf
n|A
j
2
(n)!(q#1)52Jq2!2
lim inf j
2
(n)!q52Jq2!1.n|A
342 ORTWIN SCHEJASince we have 2Jq2!2#q#1’2Jq2!1#q, the "rst of these inequal-
ities is stronger than the second one. In particular, (X01 (n))*1+ can be Rama-
nujan for only ,nitely many n for every q.
Example. Let again n"„3#„#1, q"2, as in the previous sections.
The description of the ‚-functions can easily be restricted to the subgraph
X01(n). The resulting zeta function (resp. the spectrum) shows that (X01(n))*1+
is not Ramanujan, while (X01(n))*0+ still is.
To summarize the discussion, the best upper bound for j
2
(n) we could
obtain is j
2
(n)42Jq2!2#q#1 for deg(n)PR. This presumes already
that (X01 (n))*0+ is Ramanujan. As in the proof of Corollary 5.4, this would
yield
dN(S)
dS
5 q2
a (q2!2Jq2!2!1)#2Jq2!2#q#1
.
Further, this would result in X01(n) being a (n
1
, q/(q#1), q, (q2!q!1!
2Jq2!2)/(q2!1!2Jq2!2))-bounded concentrator. For the most in-
teresting applications, concentrators with a constant a51
2
are needed (see
[Mo] for a discussion). So, in the most interesting cases q"3 or 4, the
expansion formula of Tanner is too weak to prove the graphs X01 (n) to be
good enough concentrators, even if we new that (X01 (n))*0+ is Ramanujan.
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